[Research on the method of choosing optimum wavelengths combination by using multiple scattering correction technique].
Multiple scattering correction(MSC) algorithm can be used effectively to remove the effect of scattering due to the physical factors such as the density and humidity of sample granule, and as a result the ratio of signal to noise is improved greatly. Meantime correlation spectrum plays a important role in the choice of optimum wavelength set because it describes the linear correlationship between the absorbance and concentration of the sample's ingredient under analysis. However, the correlation spectrum obtained by unitary linear regression(ULR) at single wavelength channel can be easily affected by the scattering so as to cover up the characteristic linear information of the sample. In order to solve the problem in the present paper MSC was applied to obtain useful signal and suppress noise of correlation spectrum. Through the careful calibration experiment of ginseng sample this idea has proved to be correct, and satisfactory result was obtained.